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Abstract—Automated diagnosis of white blood cells cancer
diseases such as Leukemia and Myeloma is a challenging biomedical research topic. Our approach presents for the first time a
new state of the art application that assists in diagnosing the
white blood cells diseases. we divide these diseases into two
categories, each category includes similar symptoms diseases that
may confuse in diagnosing. Based on the doctor’s selection, one
of two approaches is implemented. Each approach is applied on
one of the two diseases category by computing different features.
Finally, Random Forest classifier is applied for final decision. The
proposed approach aims to early discovery of white blood cells
cancer, reduce the misdiagnosis cases in addition to improve the
system learning methodology. Moreover, allowing the experts only
to have the final tuning on the result obtained from the system.
The proposed approach achieved an accuracy of 93% in the first
category and 95% in the second category.

[10] is another type of cancer that develops from cells in the
bone marrow called plasma cells.

Keywords—white blood cells disorder, classification, Deep
Learning, Random Forest

The paper is organized as follow, section II discuss similar
related research. The proposed approach through the two different category is presented in Section III. Section IV analyses
and discusses the experimental results. Finally sections V
presents our conclusion and future work.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) [1],
Cancer is consider as the second leading cause of death in
the world and has claimed the lives of 8.8 million people
in 2015, attributed to the death of nearly one in six deaths
worldwide. According to WHO [1] Low-income and middleincome countries accounted for almost 70% of cancer deaths.
Moreover, Egypt is ranked as the 19th worldwide among 176
countries in leukemia death rates. Discovering those diseases in
the early stages highly affects the treatment period. In addition,
some of the diseases’ sub-types are really confusing to the
doctors. Nowadays, there is a great tendency for diagnostic
pathology to heavily rely on automated systems which can aid
in the diagnosis [2].
Image processing is concerning with digital images to
extract useful information. It is involved in different other
topics such as layout land use [3], Character recognition [4][5],
coin recognition [6], Medical imaging [7][8]. Medical imaging
uses the information extracted from digital image to enhance
the diagnostic of different diseases.
White blood cells cancer diseases; Leukemia and Myeloma,
threaten people’s life nowadays. Leukemia is found when the
bone marrow produces abnormal white blood cells, which
don’t function properly [9]. It may be either acute or chronic.
Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML) is sub categorized to (M0,
M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7). Acute lymphoblastic
leukemia (ALL) is sub categorized to (L1, L2, L3). Myeloma

This paper introduced for the first time a hybrid automated
system to facilitate the diagnosis of different white blood cells
cancer diseases; Leukemia with its sub-types (AML, ALL)
and Myeloma. Two main approaches are conducted for the
sake of eliminating the confusion while discriminating between
some of the sub-types. A new combination of ratio features
are conducted for each approach. We considered taking ratio
features because it is invariant to scaling. Finally, we tried to
make the system as an expert system through improving the
learning efficiency by allowing the system to learn from the
misdiagnosed input tests in which the experts reclassify the
disease with the new label.

II.

R ELATED W ORK

Some research were proposed to differentiate between:
1) AML and ALL diseases: Karthikeyan and Poornima
[11] proposed an approach for detection of Leukemia in
blood at early stages. They have used adaptive median filter
for noise removal and adaptive Histogram Equalization for
contrast enhancement in preprocessing stage. They applied kmeans and Fuzzy c-means clustering for segmentation. They
computed statistical, textural and geometrical features and
applied Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classification.
Their approach achieved 90% with Fuzzy c-means and 83%
with k-means using Fuzzy Logic: Intelligence, Control, and
Information dataset [12]. Another research by Mohapatra et
al. [13] proposed a Fuzzy based Blood Image Segmentation
for Automated Leukemia Detection. They applied selective
median filtering followed by unsharp masking in preprocessing. In segmentation, they used improved version of fuzzy
clustering technique viz. Gustafson Kessel clustering [14]
followed by nearest neighbor classification in L*a*b* color
space (L* for lightness, a* for rednessgreenness axis, and b*
a yellownessblueness axis) [15]. The computed features are
two novel shape features; Hausdorff Dimension and contour
signature. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is employed for
classification and they achieved 93% on a database of 108

blood smear images of size 512 x 512 pixels.
2) AML detection only or ALL detection only: An approach
by Agaian et al. [16] proposed a simple technique that automatically detects and segments AML in blood smears. Segmentation was done in the CIELAB Color space by K-Means
clustering algorithm. Hausdorff Dimension features were computed using the box counting method and Local Binary Pattern
(LBP). Classification achieved 98% accuracy using the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) on American Society of Hematology
(ASH) for Leukemia dataset [17]. This dataset comprised
of 80 images40 from AML patients and 40 from non-AML
patients. The image size used for their classification was 184
x 138 pixels. Another system proposed by Bhattacharjee and
Saini [18] for Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia detection using
Watershed Transformation Technique. They applied contrast
enhancement and quality adjustment for enhancing images
before segmentation. In segmentation they used watershed
algorithm, isolating the blood cell and the cell nucleus. They
computed area, perimeter, circularity and form factor features.
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and Binary Search Tree
(BST) were applied for classification. GMM achieved 93%
while BSTe achieved 86%. They applied their approach on
150 lymphocytic cells images (30 normal cells & 120 blast
cells) accessed from ALL-IDB1 & ALLIDB2 datasets [17].
3) Detection of (AML) sub-types: Another proposed approach by Sarrafzadeh et al. [19] focused mainly on differentiate between M2, M3 and M5 sub-types to evaluate
their introduced method. The approach was applied in the
L*a*b* color space. Segmentation is performed using K-means
clustering to segregate leukocytes from other blood components. Texture and shape features are extracted in order to
be classified using Discriminative Dictionary Learning (DDL).
They achieved 97.53% accuracy on Medical Image & Signal
Processing Research Center (MISP) dataset [20]. They used a
dataset composed of 27 microscopic images of three sub-types
of AML; 9 AML-M2, 10 AML-M3 and 8 AML-M5.
III.

A PPROACH

Our proposed system composed of two contributory approaches. One differentiate between M5 Acute
Myeloid Leukemia (AML), L1 and L2 Acute lymphoblastic
leukemia(ALL), while the second differentiate between the
remaining sub categories. We grouped our concerned diseases
into two separate sets due to similar visual features that
actually confuse doctors and may cause misclassification.
According to the doctor expectation of the input blood sample,
the system goes through one of the two proposed approaches.
A different set of features is computed per approach. We used
supervised classification, as we trained our system with labeled
data of the diseases’ sub-types samples. The input blood test
sample is then classified under the supervision of the matching
similarities between it and the trained data. Cascading recognition process by two approaches increase the overall system
efficiency of discriminating between the diseases as stated in
the experiment section. The system overview is shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1.

The proposed approach flowchart

Furthermore, we separate the cell into nucleus and cytoplasm
.
1) Preprocessing: In this stage we prepare the blood sample image for the segmentation process by converting our
input images from RGB color space to YCbCr space [21].
Our choice to the YCBCR color space (Y: Luminance, CB:
Blue Value, CR: Red Value) was due to the reddish and bluish
colors of our blood samples. After converting images to YCbCr
space, the extracted Cb and Cr coefficients are used for cell
segmentation process. Sample input image before and after
conversion is shown in fig. 2.

A. Preprocessing & Segmentation
This phase is applied on our training and testing images.
The purpose of white blood cell segmentation is to clearly extract relevant object; whole cell, from its relative background.

Fig. 2. Cell input images of AML-M2 before and after Preprocessing (a)RGB
Color Space, (b)YCBCR Color Space

2) Cell Segmentation: The purpose of this stage is to
segment the whole cell from the relative background as shown
in Fig.3. The extracted Cb and Cr coefficients from our training
images during preprocessing stage are now used to build a
Gaussian Distribution [22] as shown in equations 1, 2, 3, 4.
bmean = mean(cb)

(1)

3) Nucleus & Cytoplasm Segmentation: The result from
cell segmentation is a mask containing only the cell. Color
detection technique [24] is applied on the cell mask with
specified range of colors to segment nucleus mask [25]. By
simple pixel to pixel subtraction of these two masks we can
easily extract an accurate mask for the cytoplasm as shown in
Fig. 4

Where cb is the row vector containing all Cb coefficients
obtained from our training images, and bmean is the blue mean
of this vector.
rmean = mean(cr)

(2)

Where cr is the row vector containing all Cb coefficients
obtained from our training images, and rmean is the red mean
of this vector.
brcov = cov(cb, cr)

(3)

Where brcov is the co-variance of the two row vectors cb
and cr.The result is a 2x2 matrix.
magCov = (brcov(1, 1)∗brcov(2, 2)−brcov(2, 1)∗brcov(1, 2))
(4)
Where magCov is the magnitude of the brcov.
In the testing phase the Guassian distribution is applied on
the input test image to accomplish the segmentation stage as
shown in equations 5, 6.
x = [(cb − bmean), (cr − rmean)]
−1

e−0.5∗x∗brcov ∗x
f (x) =
2 ∗ π ∗ magCov

(5)

0

(6)

This Gaussian distribution is applied to test images in the
YCbCr space to extract our valuable pixels that are most probable included to our regions of interest ROI. After applying
our defined distribution, normalization is applied followed by
adaptive threshold algorithm [23].

Fig. 3. (a)Cell original RGB image of AML-M2 before segmentation, (b)Cell
(a) after Segmentation

Fig. 4.

Nucleus and Cytoplasm Segmentation

B. Feature Extraction
This phase is applied on segmented images resulted from
preprocessing and segmentation process.The differentiation
between multiple types of both ALL, AML and Myeloma
require computing different types of features to compensate
visual similarities. In our proposed approach, we computed
morphological, statistical, size ratio [26] and texture features
[27]. According to the running approach, different set of
features are calculated. The first approach concerns L1, L2,
M5 subcategories while the other concerns L3, M2, M3 and
Myeloma. Based on the doctors’ decision one of the two
approaches will be followed. We considered ratio features
because they are invariant to scaling as discussed briefly in
the following subsections.
1) Morphological Features: These features represent shape
of the cell and its dimension [26]. The calculated features are
area to perimeter ratio, circularity, elongation, major to minor
axis length ratio, extent and solidity.
a) Area to perimeter ratio: It is the ratio between the
actual number of pixels in the Region Of Interest (ROI) and
the distance between each adjoining pair of pixels around the

border of the ROI.
Area
AreaT oP erimeterRatio =
P erimeter

(7)

c) Standard deviation: Standard deviation is a value
represent how much pixels intensity differ from the mean of
pixels intensities of the ROI.
d) Variance: Variance value of the pixels intensity of
the ROI.

b) Circularity: This feature measures the complexity of
the perimeter of the circular object.
Circularity =

P erimeter
(4 ∗ Area ∗ pi)

3) Size ratio features: Additional set of features are
extracted based on the Segmentation of nucleus and
cytoplasm as introduced in [26].

where LSR is the length of the smallest rectangle containing the ROI and WSR is the width of the smallest rectangle
containing the ROI.
d) Major to minor axis length ratio: It is the ratio
between the major axis of the ellipse containing the ROI and
the minor axis of the ellipse containing the ROI.
M ajorAxisLength
M inorAxisLength
(10)

e) Extent: It is the proportion of ROI area to the area
of its bounding rectangle.
Extent =

Area
(W idth ∗ Length)

(11)

f) Solidity: It is the proportion of ROI area to area of
its convex hull.
Solidity =

Area
Convexarea

f) Gradient: Angles’ gradient is calculated by Canny
edge detection.

(8)

c) Elongation: It is the ratio between length of the
smallest rectangle containing the ROI and width of the smallest
rectangle containing the ROI. It is also known as the growth
in one direction of the ROI.
LSR
Elongation =
(9)
W SR

M ajorT oM inorAxisLengthRatio =

e) Sum: Sum of the pixels intensities of the ROI.

(12)

2) Statistical Features: These features also concern cell
shape information but from different perspective [26]. The
calculated features are the following
a) Mode: It is defined as most frequent value of the
pixels intensity of the ROI.
b) Mean: It is the average value of the pixels intensity
of the ROI.

a) Nucleus cytoplasm area: It is the ratio of the area
between the nucleus and the cytoplasm.

N ucleusT oCytoplasmArea =

N ucleusArea
CytoplasmArea

(13)

b) Nucleus cell area: It is the ratio of the area between
the nucleus and the cell.
N ucleusArea
(14)
N ucleusT oCellArea =
CellArea

c) Nucleus cell perimeter: It is the ratio of the perimeter between the nucleus and the cell.
N ucleusP erimeter
N ucleusT oCellP erimeter =
(15)
CellP erimeter

4) Texture Features: These features concern details in
the cell like holes and granules. We implemented Haralicks
features [27]. It is a set of 14 texture features calculated
from the gray level co-occurrence matrix using 4 directions
of adjacency. These features are angular second moment,
contrast, correlation, variance, inverse different moment,
sum average, sum variance, sum entropy, entropy, difference
entropy, difference variance, measure of correlation 1, measure
of correlation 2 and maximum correlation coefficient.
C. Classification
Random forest algorithm [28], [29] is a supervised classification algorithm that constructs a forest with several decision
trees. Highest accuracy results are achieved with the higher
number of trees. Random forest algorithm achieved successes
in medical field [30] as its one of the most powerful algorithms
that is widely used in different applications. It has many
advantages as it can be used in different classification problems
such as banking, stock market and E-commerce, it can be used
for both classification and regression and it performs feature
selection to only extracts the crucial features.
In our proposed method, Random Forest Classifier is used
for the two main categories of the system. Random Forest

TABLE I.
Exp.
No.

Features

1

Statistical

2

Morphological

3

4

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR EXPERIMENTS BEFORE THE SPLITTING APPROACH

Statistical
& Morphological
Size ratio,
(N-Cell area,
N-Ctyto area,
& N-Cell perimeter)
Size ratio,
(N-Cell area,
N-Ctyto area,
& N-Cell perimeter)
Statistical, Morphological
& size ratio
Statistical, Morphological
& size ratio
Statistical,Morphological, Texture
& size ratio
Statistical, Morphological
&Texture
Morphological
& Texture
Statistical,
Morphological
& size ratio
Morphological
& Texture
Morphological
& Texture

TABLE II.
Exp.
No.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Features
Statistical,
Morphological,
Texture & size ratio
Statistical,
Morphological,
Texture & size ratio
Statistical,
Morphological,
Texture & size ratio
Statistical,
Morphological &
Texture
Statistical,
Morphological &
Texture
Statistical,
Morphological &
Texture

L1

L2

L3

M3

M5

Myeloma

Train
Accuracy

Test
Accuracy

untested

untested

100%

100%

100%

80%

97.5

90%

untested

untested

60%

60%

0%

40%

97.5

68%

untested

untested

100%

100%

80%

80%

100%

90%

Random
Forest

untested

untested

100%

0%

80%

60%

100%

60%

Random
Forest

untested

untested

100%

untested

80%

60%

100%

80%

untested

untested

100%

100%

80%

80%

100%

90%

untested

untested

80%

100%

80%

40%

92.5%

75%

untested

untested

100%

100%

100%

60%

100%

90%

100%

80%

40%

80%

100%

60%

100%

76%

80%

80%

60%

100%

100%

60%

98%

80%

untested

untested

100%

100%

100%

60%

87.5%

90%

40%

60%

80%

80%

80%

60%

78%

63%

60%

40%

40%

100%

80%

60%

100%

63%

Classifier
Random
Forest
Random
Forest
Random
Forest

Random
Forest
Logistic
regression
Random
Forest
Random
Forest
Random
Forest
Naive
Bayes
Naive
Bayes
Logistic
Regression

COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR EXPERIMENTS AFTER THE SPLITTING APPROACH
Classifier

L1

L2

L3

M2

M3

M5

Myeloma

Train
Accuracy

Test
Accuracy

Random
Forest

80%

80%

80%

untested

100%

80%

60%

100%

80%

Random
Forest

100%

100%

untested

untested

untested

untested

untested

100%

100%

Random
Forest

100%

100%

untested

untested

untested

80%

untested

100%

93%

Random
Forest

100%

60%

untested

untested

untested

100%

untested

100%

86%

Random
Forest

untested

untested

100%

100%

100%

untested

80%

100%

95%

Random
Forest

untested

untested

100%

100%

100%

100%

60%

100%

92%

classifier is the best classifier that is able to differentiate
between different types and the one which gives us the highest
accuracy as stated in our experiments table I and II. Also, the
architecture that this classifier is based on fits our problem
as we have three parent disease classes including ALL, AML
and Myeloma and each one has many sub-classes as their subtypes.
D. Expertising and relearning
Medical Automated recognition systems are very sensitive
systems. It acts as a preliminary decision maker that influence
doctors’ final decisions. During The Classification process, a
misdiagnosis may occur. We introduced the idea of system expertising to be trustable enough to the doctors in the diagnosis
process. Experts are allowed to have the final decision either
to accept the result from the proposed system or reclassify it
with the correct label based on their medical experience. The

system is capable of relearning from the misdiagnosed cases
through feeding the system again with those newly classified
samples by the expert doctors by repeating the training process.
IV.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

The proposed algorithm was tested and trained on a dataset
that contains 105 cell images of three types of diseases
including ALL, AML and Myeloma; 15 AML-M2, 15 AMLM3, 15 AML-M5, 15 ALL-L1, 15 ALL-L2, 15 ALL-L3
and 15 Myeloma. Images are in PNG format with a size of
100x100. Datasets were obtained from Medical Image and
Signal Processing Research Center (MISP) available at [20]
and Myeloma dataset is obtained from [31] Test image can
be classified into whether it’s M2, M3, M5, L1, L2, L3 or
Myeloma. Fig.5 shows sample cell images of our dataset.
In our experiments, different combinations of extracted fea-

TABLE III.

COMPARISON WITH SIMILAR SYSTEMS

Detection

Segmentation

Classifier

Accuracy

Dataset

Learning System

Gaussian
Distribution

Random
Forest

93% (L1,L2,M5)
95% (L3,M2,M3,Myeloma)

K-means clustering
Fuzzy c means clustering

SVM

90% Fuzzy c means
83% K-means

[13]
[16]

ALL
AML

Fuzzy clustering
K-means clustering.

SVM
SVM

[18]

ALL

Watershed Algorithm.

GMM,
Binary
search
tree

93%
93.5% without LBP
97.5% with LBP
93% with GMM
86% with Binary
Search

105 images
(70 training,
35 testing)
In Fuzzy Logic:
Intelligence Control
and Information Book
108 blood smear images
80 images
(40: AML,40 normal)
150 cell images
(30 normal,120 blast)
75% training
25% testing

Present

[11]

ALL(L1,L2 and L3)
AML(M2,M3 and M5)
Myeloma
ALL and AML.

Our System

Doesn’t present

Doesn’t present
Doesn’t present
Doesn’t present

tures and classifiers were tested on different types of diseases.
We applied many alternatives concerning core algorithm to
choose the best that fits our problem. Those alternatives include
different classifiers such as support vector machine [25], [32],
Random Forest [29], [28], [30], Naive bayes [33] and Logistic
regression [34]. Random forest achieved very promising results
as we have three parent disease classes and each one has
many sub-classes as their sub-types. It was very challenging
to differentiate between L1, L2 and M5 as they have very
similar visual features that the classifier couldn’t recognize
them easily. As mentioned before in our approach, we divided
these sub-types into two sets and decreased confusion as some
of the diseases seemed to be visually similar.
In our Experiments we implemented two approaches in
which the system can go through based on the doctor’s
decision. Each approach concerns set of diseases. We split the
diseases into two different sets as shown in table I. The first approach differentiates between L1, L2, M5 which achieved 93%
accuracy with statistical, morphological, size ratio and texture
features, while the other approach differentiates between L3,
M2, M3 and Myeloma which achieved 95% accuracy with
statistical, morphological and texture features. In tables I and
II, there are some sub-types not included in our experiments
and will be targeted in our future work. We applied different
sets of features until we reached to the best combination
of sub-types and features that gives the best accuracy. The
accuracy achieved by our proposed splitting approach is shown
in table II. The system overall accuracy achieved is 94.3%. The
splitting approach enhanced the accuracy from 80% as shown
in table I to 94.3% as shown in table II.

Fig. 5. Sample images of ALL, AML & Myeloma, (a)M2, (b)M3, (c)M5,
(d)L3, (e)L2, (f)Myeloma

A comparison between our system and other similar systems is summarized in table III. The comparison includes the
differences between the applied techniques and the achieved
results. Similar systems in our case were divided into two
categories, the first category was concerned with detecting
one type at a time without taking into consideration the subtypes of this disease. These systems determine whether input
sample is blast or not. The second category was concerned with
detecting one type with its sub-types. Our main contribution is
taking into consideration many types of diseases together with
their sub-types. We also applied new segmenting technique
based on Gaussian distribution to extract the cell from the
whole image while other systems used different techniques like
k-means and watershed. Our implementation enables experts
to re-train the system and re-learn in order to increase the
accuracy of the proposed system.
V.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper we propose the design, development and
evaluation of an automated system to accurately detect white
blood cells cancer diseases. It detects types and sub-types of
Leukemia (ALL and AML) and Myeloma. It is a recognition system applied on acquired blood microscopic images
then performs preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction
and classification. The proposed solution converts images to
YCBCR color space and construct Gaussian distribution of

CB and CR values. Statistical, texture, size ratio and morphological features are then computed to train classifier. Unlike
existing systems, our system has the ability of learning from
misclassified tests to enhance the future accuracy of the system.
Random Forest classifier is the best classifier that is able to
differentiate between different types and the one which gives
us the best accuracy. The system achieved 94.3 % accuracy in
detecting and classifying types and sub-types.

[17]

[18]

[19]

As our next step, we aim to detect more types of white
blood cells cancer diseases to build an overall system for white
blood cells diseases.

[20]
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